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November 7, 1996 

Mr. John C. Hoy le 
Secretary of the Commission 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Mr. Hoyle: 
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Roland Fletcher, Chair-Elect 
Thomas Hill, Secretary 

Enclosed are amended comments submitted by the Organization of Agreement States on the U.S. 
NRC Strategic Assessment and Rebaselining Initiative, specific to Direction Setting Issue Paper #4-
"NRC's Relationship With Agreement States". 

\UL-_, 
Robert M. Quillin, Chair 
Organization of Agreement States 
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Comments 011 USNRC's Strategic Assessment and Rebaselining Initiative 
by the Organization of Agreerftent States 

Summary 

What should be NRC' s strategy regarding States becpming and remaining Agreement 
States? 

The Agreement States should be treated as partners/co-regulators in the effort to protect 
the health and safety from radiation in the United States. The statute which created the 
Agreement State program recognized the growth of the states and their eventual 
assumption of a "co-regulator" status. The majorit~ of the states are now Agreement 
States and are fully capable of participating with the NRC in determining the shape of the 
program. 

Only Option 4 states that "the Commission would recognize the experience that lies 
within the Agreement States." This recognition should occur within the NRC regardless 
of the chosen strategy option. The NRC's assertion pnder Option 4 that as part of this 
recognition, Agreement States should be self-sustaining, and should require minimal 
support (in the form of subsidized training) amounts to saying that the Agreement States 
must pay the NRC to recognize the contributions made by the Agreement States that 
support the NRC and its licensees. The contribut~ons are identified in the Specific 
Comments section below. 

Option 4 has taken the spirit of cooperation between Agreement States and the NRC and 
reduced it to a destructive game of "tit-for-tat." NRC's ideas presented in Option 4 are 

1 
in direct contrast to the views recommended in other DSis where cooperation with 
professional societies, international agencies and licensees is stressed. 

The term "co-regulators" as described under Option 4 appears inconsistent with the 
State's views of the NRC/Agreement State relationship. We propose that the NRC 
transform its traditional view of the NRC/ Agreement State relationship into "strategic 
partnering." The relationship is less "donor" helping ''recipient." The relationship would 
be more equal and cooperative. This idea is taken directly from the last paragraph on 
Page 13 of DSI 20--International Activities. If the NRC is willing to foster such healthy 
relationships overseas, it should also want to foster equally healthy relationships with 
regulatory agencies in the United States. 

An evaluation of the health and safety impacts for each option should be included as these 
impacts are the primary reason for the NRC's existence. 
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With the above in mind, the Agreement States favor / continuation of certain programs 
developed in partnership with the Agreement States and presented in Option 3, especially 
the Adequacy and Compatibility Policy Statement and ~MPEP. This is the Commission's 
preliminary decision. In addition, we recommend thd NRC recognize the many benefits 
received by the NRC and its licensees from the statesJjand return to funding of training, 
travel and technical assistance; use intangible incentives to encourage more states to 
become Agreement States; recognize the fact that th9 Agreement States are regulatory 
"partners" with the NRC; and seek appropriations for the functions involving Agreement 
States, with assistance in the form of testimony before congressional committees provided 
by Agreement States. I 

Specific Comments 

The many benefits the NRC and its licensees receive f~om the Agreement States, without 
reimbursement, were conspicuously missing from th!is DSI, resulting in an inaccurate 
representation of the benefit/cost situation. In SeptFmber 1996, the Organization of 
Agreement States passed a resolution pertaining to td ining and funding that summarizes 
the services and benefits provided to the NRC and its jicensees by the Agreement States. 
The benefits include: 

A. The Agreement States regulate all commercial! LLRW disposal facilities and are 
in the process of licensing all the new commercial LLRW disposal sites. Although 
the NRC charges a supplemental fee for waste disposal and these fee revenues are 

I 

B. 

not provided to the Agreement States, LLRJW facilities in Agreement States 
continue to receive waste from the NRC licensees as well as Agreement State 
licensees. 

The Agreement States respond to incidents I involving transportation of NRC 
licensed material within their jurisdictions, pah icularly those involving interstate 

. I 
earners . 

C. Many Agreement States provide salaries for their staff participating in the NRC 
~ 

IMPEP reviews of Agreement States and NRC Regional Offices. 

D. The NRC has requested and received Agreement State staff lecturers at NRC 
sponsored training courses without payment of salary for the Agreement State staff 
time. 

E. Agreement States develop many rules that be~efit the NRC, such as well logging 
and industrial radiographer certification, without compensation from the NRC. 

F. The Agreement States have conducted surve~s and assisted in the removal of 
byproduct material frorri facilities at the requ~st of the NRC; and 
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G. 

H. 

The Agreement States are currently investigatin~ potentially contaminated sites for 
licenses that the NRC possibly terminated ina~ ropriately . 

The states monitor the environs of nuclear p9r er plants and other nuclear fuel 
facilities licensed by the NRC in order to rionfirm the validity of the NRC 
licensees' environmental monitoring programt and to confirm that releases of 
radioactive material to the environment are in c pliance with effluent limits, with 
only partial compensation. 

In addition, other considerations that have been omitted from this DSI, are detailed 
below: 

A . The NRC states that it requires a minimum df 500 - 1,000 licensees to have a 
viable NRC program. Most Agreement State~ have less than 500 licensees and 
would remain viable programs even if NRC's ~yproduct material program ceased 
altogether. 

B. The NRC would do the same amount of wo~f on regulations if there were no 
Agreement States or if there were 49. 

C. An evaluation of the health and safety impacts lror each option should be included 
as these impacts are the primary reason for tht NRC's existence. 

There is no evidence that so called "tangible incentivei " or seed money without continued 
support from the NRC would result in any new Agree~ent States. Funds would be better 
spent on training, travel and technical assistance to ex~sting Agreement States. While the 
Commission wants to encourage more States to ~~come Agreement States through 
intangible incentives, charging them for assistance is k tangible disincentive. Continued 
funding would send a message that the NRC recogrtjkes that the NRC and its licensees 
benefit from new states becoming Agreement Staies and the overall costs of such 
regulation on a national basis will be lowered with a~ditional Agreement States. 

The NRC should look more closely at program areas11such as its LLW research, detailed 
data collection and analysis of operational data and ll1vents, and support of international 
students for spending cuts which would not likely re~ult in a reduced level of safety for 
the public and workers. 

1

1 

Option 1--Turn the Agreement States Program OvJ~ to the Environmental Protection 
Agency I 

There are major disadvantages to this option. Wh~ I would the EPA want to accept an 
· unfunded federal mandate from the NRC? The expectation from states for a new EPA 

program would be that grant monies are available. I The EPA currently provides free 
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training and performs semi-annual reviews for its e' isting programs. Overall, there 
would be no costs savings to the federal government, b

1 
t increased cost for the transition. 

Considering the current federal government downsizin initiative, it is highly unlikely that 
Congress would fund a new program. EPA regulati9 of former NRC licensees would 
be difficult because EPA regulation is usually very j rescriptive and not performance 
based. Licensees, many who hold EPA permits in v rious media, may not be in favor 
of a transfer of such authority. Option 1 should not e considered seriously. It would 
be more appropriate for the EPA to tum over its e~ vironmental radiation regulatory 
program to the NRC. 

Option 2--Strongly Encourage States to Become Agreement States 

This option is unlikely because new federal monies af , have been, and will continue to 
be unavailable under the current federal governmentl downsizing initiatives. Also, the 
NRC has been discouraging state participation by re9 nt policy decisions of eliminating 
training, travel and technical assistance monies . Somel greement States' experience with 
trying to negotiate reimbursable or free services with t e NRC has not been positive. For 
example, rather than seriously considering the prop sal, the NRC cited difficulties in 
resolving details of a Memorandum of Agreement ( OA) to rebuff attempts to provide 
an inspection arrangement for the uranium/thoriu 1 disposal unit and uranium mill 
facilities already being inspected by a state for othe purposes . While the Agreement 
States support the concept of all states becoming Agre ment States, the states are opposed 
to the proposal presented as Option 2. 

Option 3--Continue the Current Agreement States Pr~gram, including Adopting Current 
Initiatives 

The Agreement States favor continuation of certain ~rograms developed in partnership 
with the Agreement States and presented in Option 3, especially the Adequacy and 
Compatibility Policy Statement and IMPEP. In 1f dition, we recommend the NRC 
recognize the many benefits received by the NRC af d its licensees from the states and 
return to funding of training, travel and technical assistance; use intangible incentives to 
encourage more states to become Agreement States; rJ

1

cognize the fact that the Agreement 
States are regulatory "partners" with the NRC; and s~ek appropriations for the functions 
involving Agreement States, with assistance in effor~s before congressional committees 
provided by Agreement States. 

As a sign of its changed view, the Commission shoul~ immediately modify its policy and 
seek Agreement States' concurrence on all rules, pr~actices, and procedures which will 
become part of the program to which the Agree~ent State will be expected to be 
compatible. II 

The NRC failed to consider another option in this QSI, reestablishing of the " Historic 
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Agreement State Program ", where NRC funded all t e training courses for Agreement 
State staff. This funding included the course tuition, ~ avel expenses and per diem. The 
advantage for NRC and the states with this method o~ training was that both Agreement 
State and NRC inspectors across the U.S. received thel ame training which helped assure 
a uniform implementation of the " national regulator program ". 

NRC NUREG-1311 " Funding the NRC Training Pr; gram for States " recognizes the 
benefits on the historic program. On page 2 it states "11 e NRC Agreement State program 
has been reviewed by the General Accounting Officel an internal NRC Task Force and 
the National Governors' Association. In their reports t NRC training program for States 
was consistently identified as a key to enabling States t

1 
prepare for such Agreements and 

to maintain Agreement State programs that are ade ! uate to protect public health and 
safety and compatible with the Commission's prog m. Their reports also contained 
recommendations to expand the NRC State training 

1 
ogram. " 

The NRC should also continue to pay travel and per~iem expenses for the Agreement 
States to participate in the Annual All Agreement Sta s Meeting. This meeting provides 
an exchange of information between the Agreeme t States and the NRC which is 
beneficial to both. 

Option 4--Treat Agreement States as Co-Regulators 

The NRC has misinterpreted the term "co-regulator" J nd the states will not support this 
option until the term "co-regulator" represents the s ared vision of the NRC and the 
states . The NRC's view of "co-regulator" should be) that the Agreement States and the 
NRC have the same health and safety goals. The Ag~ ement States and the NRC should 
approach the co-regulator issue on the basis of ~ ared resources. States already 
accomplish many tasks for the NRC and its licensee: and are not reimbursed for such 
services. The NRC has never taken these services i to account. The NRC should not 
charge states for technical assistance or training as lo as it is more effective to have the 
Agreement States conduct a regulatory program with' n their borders. The NRC should 
seek appropriations to support functions of the Agre ment State program. If the NRC 
paid the Agreement States for services rendered to t
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